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Absorption of High-Intensity Subpicosecond Lasers on Solid Density Targets
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The absorption of subpicosecond (= 100 fs) high-intensity (I = 1020-10 ' W/cm2) laser pulses nor-
mally incident on solid density targets is examined by particle simulations, which include electron
scattering. For targets which are overdense by factors exceeding 100, electrons accelerated by the pon-
deromotive force of the laser couple their energy electrostatically to the ions and the absorption
efficiency into the ions scales as I' . For example, absorption in a carbon target is only a few percent,
but a large fraction of the absorbed energy is transferred to the ions.

PACS numbers: 52.25.Rv, 52.40.Nk, 52.65.+z

Recent technology has made possible the generation of
subpicosecond laser pulses, which can be focused to very
high intensities = 10' W/cm [1,2], and further devel-

opments are aimed at intensities exceeding 10 W/cm .
Applications envisioned for these lasers, such as the gen-
eration of short x-ray pulses [3], require absorption of the
laser light in solid-density plasmas which exceed the criti-
cal density by factors = 10 to 10 . At intensities below
10' W/cm absorption occurs by collisional electron
heating [4]. However, at higher intensities, the electrons
acquire high energies for which this collisional absorption
mechanism becomes ineffective. In the high-intensity re-

gime (I) 10' W/cm ), absorption involves nonlinear
kinetic effects which can best be studied by particle simu-

lation methods. Such simulations have been done by
Wilks et al. [5] for absorption in relatively low-density

plasmas, approximately 4 times overdense. In this case
the absorbed laser energy is deposited primarily in elec-
trons, which are accelerated to the MeV range.

This Letter presents particle simulations of absorption
in solid density plasmas which are 10 to 10 overdense
and reports the first results in this new regime. The most
important result is the coupling of a large fraction of the
absorbed energy to energetic ions. For 0.8-pm light at an
intensity of 10 W/cm normally incident on a carbon
absorber, ions acquire a velocity =10 cm/s and are
compressed to 2 or 3 times solid density. The bulk of the
electrons remains at energies =20 keV and half of the
absorbed energy goes to ions. The absorption e%ciency
in this case is only = 1% but increases with higher inten-

sity. In the high-intensity limit, momentum conservation
yields simple relations for the ion velocity, u; =2(l/
pc) ', and for the absorption efficiency into the ions,

tl; =2(I/pc ) 't . Here, I denotes the laser intensity,

p =n;m; is the absorber density, n; is the ion density, m;

is the ion mass, and c is the speed of light.
These results were obtained from particle simulations

done with a one-dimensional electromagnetic and relativ-
istic code based on the EMI algorithm [6]. This method
allows a fully nonlinear kinetic treatment of plasma dy-
namics for arbitrary densities and intensities provided
that the time step is small compared to the electron plas-
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FIG. 1. Geometry of absorbing foil and incident tight wave.

ma and cyclotron periods. Electron scattering due to col-
lisions with the ions is included using a Monte Carlo
method applied at each time step, in a frame moving at
the local drift velocity of the ions [7]. The simulations do
not include ionization and are initialized with a pre-
formed cold plasma at solid density.

The basic geometry, Fig. 1, considers normally incident
light on a thin foil absorber, which typically consists of
fully ionized carbon, 600 A thick. This gives an electron
density n, =6.7x10 cm, a plasma frequency co~ =4.6
x10's s ', and a collisionless skin depth c/ ~co=65 A.
For the wavelength of 0.8 pm considered in most of the
simulations the critical density is n, =1.7x10 ' cm
and the absorber is overdense by a factor n, /n, =390.
The laser intensity rises in 7 fs and remains constant out
to 25 fs, representing approximately a fourth of a typical
100-fs pulse without a prepulse. The skin depth is ade-
quately resolved with a cell size hx =2 A requiring a time
step ht =Ax/c =0.67x10 fs and 37500 time steps in a
simulation. The highest intensity considered in the simu-
lations, 1=10 ' W/cm, gives a maximutn magnetic field
of 5.7x10 G, approximately twice the incident field.
The corresponding gyrofrequency is co, =10' s

whence m, ht ~ 0.067&(1. For an electron temperature
of 20 keV, typically found in the simulations, the thermal
velocity is tih=6x10 cm/s and the Debye length is

XD =t|ih/co~=13 A, . Most simulations were done with

Np =4000 particles for each species, corresponding to 85
particles per Debye length. A number of computations
were also done with Np 16000 and 64000 or with

hx =0.5 A without significant differences in the results.
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FIG. 3. Ion density profile at 22 fs for the same case as Fig.
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FIG. 2. Electron phase planes yv~ vs x and yv„vs x at 22 fs

from a collisional simulation of a carbon absorber with 0.8-pm
light at 10 W/cm2.

Similar simulations with Z =4 show that the results re-

ported here do not depend critically on the ionization lev-

el.
The results of a particle simulation at 22 fs, with inten-

sity I=10z W/cm are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The
oscillatory motion of the electrons due to the laser electric
field is clearly seen in the transverse electron phase plot,
Fig. 2(a). The oscillatory velocity extends = 100 A into
the plasma, as expected from the estimated skin depth,
and the mean oscillatory velocity is =0.3c. This plot
also shows that there is a significant velocity spread due
to scattering. The plasma initially occupied a region
from x =0 to x =600 A and the plots show that the left
vacuum interface, which is exposed to the light, has
moved approximately 200 A. For the large magnetic
field of the evanescent wave in the plasma and the typical
transverse velocities =0.3c seen in Fig. 2(a), the mag-
netic term of the Lorentz force is as large (or larger)
than the electric term. Thus, the electrons are strongly
accelerated in the longitudinal (x) direction and acquire
large longitudinal velocities as observed in the phase plot
of Fig. 2(b).

The ion density profile, Fig. 3, shows that the front of
the foil is compressed to 2.4x10 cm, more than twice
the solid density. There is also a sharp peak at x =340
A, reaching 10 cm . Behind this peak, the density
falls back to solid density and then falls off as the rear of
the foil expands into vacuum. These features are closely
related to the ion phase plane shown in Fig. 4. Only a
few ions still remain in the region from x =0 to x =200
A and at the location of the ion density peak, x =340 A,
there is a shock front with partial ion reflection. This

shock propagates at a constant velocity, u, =1.8x10"
cm/s. Ions to the left of this shock have been accelerated
to oscillating velocities averaging 10 cm/s. To the right
of the shock, the main ion component is stationary, and
the reflected ions form a sparse stream which has been
accelerated to =4x 10 cm/s. The ions at the rear of the
foil (x & 600 A) are also accelerated by expansion into
vacuum.

The partial ion reflection and the oscillatory ion veloci-

ty displayed in Fig. 4 are characteristic features of a col-
lisionless electrostatic shock [8], which plays an impor-
tant role in coupling accelerated electrons to the ions.
For Mach numbers M=u, /c, & 1.6, where c, =(ZT,/
m;)'~ is the ion sound speed, only symmetrical ion-
acoustic solitons occur, their maximum potential, p,„,
allowing all the ions to be transmitted. However, at the
critical Mach number, M=1.6, there is a partial ion
reflection, a shock is formed, and the downstream poten-
tial (to the left of the shock) becomes oscillatory. This
causes the ion velocity to oscillate between u, at the
shock front and a minimum u;„=(1—g)u„where
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FIG. 4. Ion phase plane at 22 fs for the same case as Fig. 2.

1-0.72 (=exp[-1.28( ]1+R
and R denotes the fraction of reflected ions [9]. With
u, =1.8x10 cm/s, M =1.6 implies an electron tempera-
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ture T, =26 keV in the longitudinal (x) direction. This
corresponds to a thermal velocity t,h=6.8X10 cm/s,
which is consistent with the phase plot of Fig. 2(b). As-

suming a reflection ratio R =0.1, gives u;„=0.8x10
cm/s and a wavelength X =2.5XD =45 A for the ions ve-

locity oscillations. These values agree approximately
with the first oscillation to the left of the shock in Fig. 4.
Further oscillations are not clearly seen in Fig. 4, but this

may be due to fluctuations in the electron temperature re-

sulting from the oscillating laser field. Note also that this

theory does not account for electron scattering or partial
reflection of the electrons at the shock front.

The effect of electron scattering was examined by run-

ning a collisionless simulation identical to the preceding
case. In this collisionless simulation, the longitudinal
electron temperature, T, =11 keV, is lower than in the
collisional case and most of the ions are reflected by the
shock. The large ion reflection ratio is a consequence of
the lower temperature, which reduces the shock speed to
u, =1.6c, =1.2x10 cm/s (compared to 1.8X IO cm/s in

the collisional case). Reflected ions are accelerated at the
shock to a velocity u; =2u„while transmitted ions are ac-
celerated to u; & u, . Therefore, a larger reflection ratio
maintains the same rate of increase in ion momentum
with a smaller shock speed.

For a simulation similar to the case of Figs. 2-4, but at
10 ' W/cm, the ion phase plane shows that a large frac-
tion, R = 1, of the ions are now reflected, see Fig. 5.
Here the foil initially extends from x =0 to x =1000 A.
Since the absorption efficiency is small, the electromag-
netic pressure at the absorber surface is approximately
21/c, twice the incident momentum flux. Since most ions

do not cross the shock, mass conservation requires

u; =2u, and matching the electromagnetic pressure with

the rate of increase in ion momentum yields
u;=2(I/m;n;c)' . For the case of Fig. 5, this gives
u;=7.7X 10 cm/s and u, =3.85x10 cm/s, which agree
with the simulation results. The absorption efficiency into
the ions can be expressed as g; =2(I/pc ) '/, where p is

the density of the absorber. With a carbon absorber at
10 ' W/cm this gives 2.6% absorption into the ions, close
to the 2.7% absorption observed in the simulation. At
this intensity, electron scattering does not have a

TABLE I. Laser absorption in the bulk of the electron distri-
bution, in hot electrons and in the ions for a carbon target.

I (W/cm')

lp l6

1 p 18

1020

1P"

Bulk electrons
& 128 keV

12.5%
4.6%
0.45%
0.22%

Hot electrons
& 128 keV

0
0

0.23%
1.03%

lons

0
0

0.68%
2.7%

significant effect and a collisionless simulation gives iden-

tical results.
The absorption efficiencies into the electrons and ions

after the intensity has reached its constant value are
given in Table I. The table includes simulation results at
lower intensities of 10' and 10' W/cm . The absorp-
tion efficiency into the bulk of the electrons ( & 128 keV)
is due to collisions. As the intensity is increased, T, in-

creases and this collisional absorption becomes ineff'ec-

tive. This is clearly seen in Table I and is also in agree-
ment with experiments [3,4]. In contrast, absorption by
ions, which is related to the electromagnetic pressure, is

negligible at the lower intensities and increases with in-

creasing intensity. The table also lists the absorbed frac-
tion going into hot electrons with energies ranging from
128 keV to several MeV. These electrons appear to be
accelerated from the low-density layer which is left
behind the receding plasma.

Additional simulations were done for a frozen deuteri-
um absorber, which has a much lower density than car-
bon, giving an overdensity ratio n, /n, =24. For example,
with 1=6.2x 10' W/cm, the electrons are now heated
to T, =0.5 MeV and there is a large population of ener-
getic electrons, with energies up to 3 MeV. The larger
electron temperature found here is due to the lower value
of n, /n, =24 (compared to 390 for the carbon case).
This increases both the skin depth and the magnitude of
the electric field penetrating the plasma, thus driving the
electrons to higher energies. The ion phase plane for this

case, Fig. 6, is very different from that for the carbon
case. There are no reflected ions and an ion-acoustic soli-

ton, propagating at u, =6.4X 10 cm/s, is generated. This
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FIG. 5. Ion phase plane at 20 fs for a simulation of a carbon
absorber with O. g-pm light at l0 ' W/cm .

FIG. 6. Ion phase plane at 36.6 fs for a simulation of a
frozen deuterium absorber with 0.8-pm light at 6.22&10'
W/cm '.
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is a consequence of the larger electron temperature,
which raises the ion sound speed. The Mach number is

now M=u, /c, =1.3, less than the critical value of 1.6
corresponding to ion reflection [8]. Similar results were
obtained for a carbon absorber at a wavelength of 0.35
pm for which n, /n, =75.

The present simulations apply only to normal in-

cidence. In the case of P-polarized oblique incidence, the
electric field at the plasma interface has a normal com-
ponent, E„,and for small absorption efficiencies, E„
=2Eosin8, where 8 denotes the angle of incidence. At
lower intensities, I ~ 10' W/cm, this field component
causes a form of resonance absorption by oscillating elec-
trons in the direction perpendicular to the plasma inter-
face [10]. However, at the intensities considered here,
the electrons oscillate in the direction perpendicular to
the interface even in the case of normal incidence, due to
the magnetic term of the Lorentz force, vsB, /c, where

B,= 2Eo. Thus, oblique incidence is expected to become
significant for E„&v~B, /c, or sin8& v~/c. At an intensi-

ty of 10 W/cm, Fig. 2(a) shows v~/c=0. 3 and the
normal incidence results should remain valid for 8«17'.
This is confirmed by oblique incidence simulations at
8=5', 10', and 30' done by going to a reference frame
moving in the y direction with velocity vo=csin8, for
which oblique incidence reduces to a normal incidence
[11]. At 5' and 10' incidence, the results are very close
to the normal incidence case, while at 30' incidence,
more hot electrons are generated and no ion refiection
occurs.

The results presented in this Letter show that at high
intensities, between 10 and 10 ' W/cm, and for over-

density ratios n, /n, & 100, laser absorption yields ion ac-
celeration. At these intensities, the radiation pressure of
the laser is sufficiently large to accelerate ions to energies
in the 100-keV range. Hot electrons with energies rang-

ing up to several MeV are also generated in the thin low-

density plasma which forms in front of the solid density
interface. This eA'ect is enhanced at large angles of in-

cidence and would also be enhanced by the existence of a

prepulse.
For foils a few microns thick, and for typical pulses of

100 fs, the plasma motion during the pulse would be lim-

ited to an absorbing layer =0. 1 pm thick, extending over
a spot =10 pm in diameter corresponding to the laser
best focus. After termination of the pulse, the resulting

ion beam will heat the underlying material by energy
deposition. For example, a carbon absorber irradiated at
10 W/cm would produce 60-keV carbon ions. These
ions have a velocity of 10 cm/s and a slow-down time of
1 ps, and therefore deposit their energy over =1 pm
thickness. The temperatures that can be achieved depend
on electron conduction and radiation, and could be corn-
puted from Auid codes using the sources of energetic ions
and electrons specified by the present simulations.
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